
 

 

Karcher K 5.700 T300 
Domestic Pressure Washer 

 The power and portability to tackle any cleaning task with all the standard Karcher attachments to 

tackle each cleaning job with the right tool.  

 Karcher Bi-Component pump with best of both worlds: corrosion resistant and capable of longer 

periods of operation for bigger jobs. 

 Packaged with the T300 patio cleaner and built to last. Clean large outdoor areas, patios and decks 

with ease and speed. The encapsulated head prevents any splashing whilst the spray nozzles deliver 

high pressure jets to the ground, lifting any and every kind of stain and dirt. If you have large outdoor 

areas, entertaining spaces and walkways in your home, the T300 can cut your cleaning time in half 

 The perfect cleaning tool for anyone with a lot of ground to cover. Save yourself time and water usage 

with the K5.700's top of the line build quality and over 2000 psi of water pressure. With this kind or 

pressure, you'll cut through even the toughest of stains in a single pass.  

 The K5.700 comes standard with Karcher's unique Plug 'n' Clean system and a 1 litre of powerful 

Universal Cleaner, making cleaning with detergent as simple as flicking a switch. Scrub down your car, 

patio or furniture and switch to a powerful rinse quickly and easily. 

 With Karcher's power and water saving technology, you'll be doing your bit for the environment in a 

fraction of the time of regular washing.  

 A 10m hose that stores neatly on the machine ensures there's nowhere this unit 

can't go, with the powerful pressure to tackle years-old dirt and stains with ease.  

Technical data   

Pressure  max. 2030 psi 

Flow rate l/h  7.6 L/min 

Max. feed temperature  up to 40°C 

Power rating    2.1 kW 

Weight    14.5 kg 

Dimensions (LxW xH)  349 x 426 x 878 

Cleaning agent tank  1 L 

Standard Accessories 

10m hose on reel, trigger gun, vario lance,  

dirtblaster lance, and rotary wash brush 

5 year warranty for domestic use    $839 inc GST 

CODE: K5.700 T300 


